Brain Complications with Influenza Infection in Children
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Abstract

Objectives: To summarize the characteristics and research progress of influenza-associated brain complications in children and provide references for early diagnosis and brain protection treatment. Methods: Studied published articles of influenza-associated neurocomplications in children from PubMed and summarizes them from epidemiology, clinical manifestations, diagnosis and treatment, and basic research progress. Results: Common brain complications in flu-children include febrile seizures, influenza-associated encephalopathy (IAE), acute or post-influenza encephalitis, and the most severe condition is acute necrotizing encephalopathy (ANE). However, the mechanism and relevant factors of influenza-associated brain damage have not been elucidated. Conclusion: Influenza could be accompanied by various brain lesion complications in different stages of the disease, some of which are life-threatening or leave severe neurological sequelae, such as ANE. Due to different brain injury mechanisms, specific early diagnosis and brain protection treatment for different complications are unclear or unanimous. Therefore, further classification and basic research are needed.
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1. Introduction

Influenza in children is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide. Annual epidemics in adults and children are associated with an estimated 3 - 5 million cases of severe illness, and about 290,000 - 650,000 deaths. Influenza in-
Infection is seasonal in temperate countries, with peaks during the winter months, but it sustains activity throughout the year in tropical climates [1]. Among the brain complications of influenza, the most serious is acute necrotizing encephalopathy (ANE), which has a mortality rate of about 30%. We review the published articles of influenza-associated neurocomplications in children from PubMed, and summarizes them from epidemiology, clinical manifestations, diagnosis and treatment, and basic research progressing, in order to provide references for early diagnosis and brain protection treatment during influenza seasons.

Influenza is an acute infectious disease caused by influenza viruses, which spreads between people through droplets and contact, with fast and high transmission. It is mainly spread via children, who are generally more susceptible to infection. Influenza outbreaks occur every year at various scales, which normally has an incubation period of 1 - 4 days (2 days on average). According to the annual statistic report of infectious diseases from China CDC, the incidence of influenza has been increasing since 2014 (Figure 1). Influenza-infected persons may exhibit typical symptoms of influenza including acute fever, headache, myalgia and discomfort, with respiratory symptoms, or not show any typical clinical features. Symptoms in young children are characterized by high fever, febrile seizures, and gastrointestinal complaints such as nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, and loss of appetite. Common complications of influenza can affect respiratory, digestive, muscular, cardiovascular, neurological and other systems. In the course of the disease, concomitant infection may occur by Streptococcus pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, Haemophilus-influenzae infection, and even septic shock [2]. Factors related to increased mortality rate include [3] [4]: Children under 5 years old (Children under 2 years old are prone to higher incidence of serious complications); Persons over 65 years old; Persons with the following diseases or symptoms: chronic respiratory diseases, cardiovascular diseases (excluding hypertension), kidney disease, liver disease, blood system diseases, nervous system and neuromuscular diseases, metabolic and endocrine diseases, inhibition of immune responses (including low immune function induced by the use of immunosuppressants or HIV infection); Obesity ( BMI greater than 30); Pregnancy and perinatal women; Concomitant infection by Staphylococcus aureus or Streptococcus pneumoniae [2]. It is worth noting that, omitting pediatric patients with high-risk conditions, about 1/2 of the pediatric patients in death cases have no high-risk conditions [5].

Figure 1. Trend report of influenza in China (2009-2018).
Children without high-risk medical conditions were more likely to die before hospital admission and within 3 days of symptom onset than those with high-risk medical conditions [5].

2. Influenza Virology

Influenza viruses are negative-sense, single-stranded RNA (-ssRNA) viruses of the family Orthomyxoviridae family. It can be constructed three parts from the outside into the inside: capsule, matrix protein and core. Influenza virus is classified into influenza viruses A, B and C according to different antigenicity of nucleoprotein. Based on the antigenicity of Hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) on the capsule, it can be further divided into different subtypes denoted by numbers, such as H1N1. HA allows the influenza virus to bind to the Hemagglutinin receptor on the surface of host cell, while NA allows the detachment of mature virion from the host cell, which plays a key role in infecting other host cells. Epidemiological models reflect antigenic transformation and antigenic drift of HA and NA surface proteins [6] [7].

3. Neurologic Complications Associated with Influenza

Central nervous system (CNS) complications may occur in influenza-affected children, and with higher risk (<4 years old) in young children with basic diseases. Neurologic complications of influenza include febrile convulsion, encephalopathy, acute encephalitis, aseptic meningitis, acute cerebellar ataxia, myelitis, Guillain-Barre’ syndrome, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), acute mental status change, and occasionally cerebrovascular disease, such as cerebral infarction [8]-[13]. Along with reduced use of aspirin in children, the incidence rate of Reye syndrome decreases.

4. Influenza-Associated Encephalopathy (IAE)

4.1. Epidemiology and Susceptible Population

IAE is a clinical syndrome accompanied by central nervous system dysfunction during acute influenza, which is more common in young children. The incidence of IAE peaks during 1 to 5 years old children, which accounts for 81.8% of total [5], therefore 1 to 6 years old influenza patients are targeted population of prevention and treatment.

4.2. Clinical Manifestation

Patients with IAE have symptoms of convulsions, acute cognitive impairment, acute disturbance of consciousness (ADOC), and coma with varying severity [14] [15] [16]. In a recent study showed that in children under 2 years of age altered consciousness was the most frequent neurological manifestation while respiratory symptoms were present at admission; younger children also required intensive care support more frequently; and the median time from onset of respiratory signs to onset of neurological manifestations was 24 h [17].
4.3. Laboratory Inspection

There is no specific laboratory indicator of IAE. Liver dysfunction is symptom commonly seen in IAE patients, including ALT, AST, and LDH; thrombocytopenia and coagulation abnormalities can also occur. All these factors are associated with poor prognosis [9]. Hyperammonemia and hypoglycemia is presented in around 11% of IAE cases. No viruses could be detected in CSF in most cases, and cell numbers and proteins level of CSF are normal in around 90% of IAE cases. In most cases, IAE are caused by influenza A virus infections or mixed infections of influenza A and influenza B viruses, while cases infected merely by influenza B viruses only count for 10%.

4.4. Imaging Examination

Brain imaging examinations were conducted in IAE patients, including computed tomography (CT) scan and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Imaging changes were found such as cerebral edema, hemorrhage, or bilateral thalamic lesions, and these neuroimaging abnormalities are associated with poor prognosis [18] [19]. Mild encephalopathy patients were also diagnosed with reversible corpus callosum lesion (MERS) [20] [21]. According to MRI and CT results, Kimura et al. divided influenza related brain lesions into 5 categories [22]: normal (category 1); diffuse involvement of cerebral cortex (category 2); diffuse brain edema (category 3); symmetrical involvement of the thalamus (category 4); and postinfectious focal encephalitis (category 5).

4.5. Pathology

Vascular injuries in nervous system were found in cadaveric tissue pathology, including intracerebral vascular occlusion, micro thrombus formation, perivascular haemorrhage and edema, but no inflammatory changes were observed in mononuclear cell infiltration [23] [24]. Clasmatodendrosis was distributed diffusely in the IAE brains in close association with synapses and was not caused by astrocyte autophagy [25].

4.6. Diagnostic Criteria, Treatment and Outcome

The diagnostic and therapeutic criteria of IAE are shown in Table 1 [18] [23] [24], include: 1) Acute onset with positive detection of influenza virus; 2) Accompanied by sudden neurological symptoms; 3) Most cerebrospinal fluid cells are normal, or with slight protein elevation; 4) Imaging supports encephalopathy change, Including head CT and MRI, CT or MRI can find brain edema, bleeding or bilateral thalamic lesions and other imaging changes; diffuse slow wave in EEG. There was a study inclusion the patient with IAE included either presented with status epileptics (for 30 min or longer) or reached level 2 diagnostic certainty on the Brighton encephalopathy score [26] [27]. Another author defines encephalopathy as altered mental status lasting ≥ 24 hours [28]. Commonly used treatment options are oseltamivir, empiric 3rd generation cephalosporins, IV-Ig,
Table 1. Diagnostic and therapeutic criteria of IAE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Positive diagnosis of influenza virus antigen and nucleic acid, virus isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Clinical manifestations: Acute onset with sudden neurological symptoms, such as seizures, rapid cognitive impairment, mental changes, loss of consciousness, coma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Laboratory: CSF in most IAE cases has not detected virus; most cerebrospinal fluid cells and protein are normal, or with slight protein elevation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Brain imaging: Imaging supports encephalopathy change; diffuse slow wave in EEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Best treatment practice: a) Antiviral treatment within 48 hours of onset: Oseltamivir, peramivir, Zanamivir, etc. b) High dose of gamma globulin and hormone shock therapy c) Reduced brain metabolism d) Plasma exchange therapy is recommended when DIC and/or MOF are present e) Intensive care, supportive care, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

corticosteroids, and plasmapheresis were recorded, but the evidence for its effectiveness is limited. IAE are heterogeneous with varied clinical features, and outcome related to magnetic resonance imaging changes [29].

4.7. Basic Research Progress

Extensive disruption of astrocytic projections (clasmatodendrosis) was detected in H1N1-associated deceased patients by anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) immunostaining of brain tissue [30]. Reduced spine density of microglia, abnormal proliferation of glial cells, demyelinating changes of nerve fiber in brain tissue pathology were also reported in previous studies, while no lymphocyte and neutrophil infiltration were found [31]; and close association with synapses and was not caused by astrocyte autophagy [25]. These pathological phenomena imply that influenza viruses can damage brain cells through non-direct damage. Serum level of neutrophil elastase was also elevated in IAE patients [32]. Research of Hosoya and colleagues indicates that elevated serum level of cytochrome c oxidase in influenza patients implies incidence of influenza-associated encephalopathy: increased level of cytochrome c oxidase above 45 ng/ml or higher threshold implies a poor prognosis of influenza-associated encephalopathy; sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 100% suggests apoptosis following virus infection [33].

5. Influenza-Associated Acute Necrotizing Encephalopathy (IANE)

5.1. Epidemiology and Susceptible Population

IANE is an acute non-inflammatory encephalopathy commonly, which is often marked by a sudden, explosive attack and occurs mostly in young children under 5-year-old.
5.2. Clinical Manifestation

Typical clinical manifestation of IANE is rapid progression to encephalopathy, coma or death within 1 to 2 days from the onset (usually within 24 hours from the onset of fever) [14] [15] [34]. Generally, the clinical stages are: 1) Prodromal stage—most children have respiratory, gastrointestinal infections such as fever, cough, vomiting, diarrhea; 2) Early-stage of acute encephalopathy—within 1 to 2 days after the prodromal stage (Usually within 24 hours after the onset of fever) rapid progress to high fever, frequent convulsions, ADOC (Acute disturbance of consciousness), and the average time from fever to the appearance of neurological symptoms is 1.7 days; 3) Acute necrotizing encephalopathy stage—deterioration of neurological symptoms occurred rapidly, such as status epilepticus, deep coma, and multiple organ failure even death; 4) recovery stage—starts from the recovery of consciousness in 6 - 10 days after the onset of brain symptoms, which often lasts for several months, and very few patients can fully recover. It is possible that <4 years of age, repeated seizures, ADOC, and Babinski’s sign might be the high-risk factors for IANE [4].

5.3. Laboratory Inspection

There is also no specific laboratory indicator of IANE [8] [16] [35]. Blood tests show increased white blood cells, decreased platelets, increased CRP and ESR, prolonged APTT, and decreased FIB. Biochemical indicators show liver enzymes (ALT, AST and LDH) significantly increased and hypoalbuminemia. CSF protein levels are abnormally elevated. However, these indicators are not specific for diagnosis. A study by Ashley pointed out that the independent factors associated with death included blood AST > 500 U/L, glucose > 150 mg/dL, hematuria or proteinuria, and positive RANBP2 mutation detection [15].

5.4. Imaging Examination

Patients with ANE display symmetric necrosis of the thalamus and other deep brain structures, particularly in the brain stem, surrounding white matter and cerebellar medulla. Most early-stage ANE cases have brain edema, and about 10% - 20% of them show features of acute necrotizing encephalopathy; imaging shows widespread areas of restricted diffusion in white matter [36]. Generally, using contrast-enhanced CT, which is an easy-to-obtain neuroimaging test, ring-shaped enhancement of the thalamus and deep brain white matter can be detected after 3 days in the course of illness, irregular high-density shadows in the hypothalamic mottled low-density area can be observed after 7 days in the course of illness; while no abnormal lesions were found in patients who died within 30 hours [37] (Figure 2). Grey matter damage is significantly different in conventional MRI [38]: In typical cases, symmetric grey matter lesions shows decreased signal intensity in T1-weighted image (T1WI), and increased signal intensity in T2-weighted image (T2WI); 3 days after onset of encephalopathy, the thalami displays concentric-ring pattern in T1WI, that is, increased signal intensity is in the center of
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Figure 2. Acute necrotizing encephalopathy. Male, 10 months old, presented fever, cough, wheezing for 3 days, and seizures 4 times, with positive throat wrap for influenza type B. Axial CT plain scan showed bilateral basal ganglia swelling, lenticular nucleus (arrow) and adjacent white matter showed symmetrical low density, and thalamus (arrow) showed lower density.

the lesion and decreased signal intensity is in ring shape around the center, besides, increased signal intensity stilled remains in T2WI; in the second week, T1WI reveals ring-shaped increased signal intensity in the thalami, indicating subacute hemorrhage. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map show concentric pattern in acute phase of typical cases [39], as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

5.5. Pathology

About 70% of children with ANE died or had severe neurological dysfunction. Cadaveric brain was dissected under the light microscopy and examined with myelin and H&E staining. The lesion showed a stratified structural change from the outside to the inside, that is, the concentric structure of the thalamic lesion [16] [37]: moderately sized plasma extravasation occurred in the vicinity of the edge of the lesion, to which the arteries were generally more susceptible than veins, and lesion areas showed myelin pallor; the surrounding tissues of central vessels (arteries, veins, and capillaries) were congested, oligodendrocytes displayed acute swelling, and the brain tissues showed loosening with increasing degree from the outside to the inside; the central blood vessels were damaged, erythrocyte extravasation was accompanied with necrosis of neuron and glial cells, but not with inflammatory cell infiltration and reactive proliferation of glial cells. A post-mortem examination of one fatal case revealed vasogenic brain edema with generalized vasculopathy, suggesting that the generalized impairment of vascular endothelial cells caused by highly activated cytokines plays a central role in the pathophysiology of this disease [14]. Extensive disruption of astrocytic projections (clasmatoendodensosis) was detected in H1N1-associated deceased patients by
Figure 3. 7-year-old male had cough and rhinorrhea for 2 days, and could not stand stable for half day, with positive throat swab for influenza type B. (a-d) First medical examination: (a) Axial T2WI MRI indicates slightly higher focal signal intensity in the dorsal brainstem (arrow). (b) Axial T2WI MRI indicates slightly higher symmetric signal intensity in bilateral thalami (arrow), with even higher capsule-like signal intensity in center (*), and slightly higher signal intensity in bilateral external capsules (arrow). (c) Axial T1WI MRI indicates slightly lower symmetric signal intensity in bilateral thalami (arrow), with even lower capsule-like signal intensity in center (*). (d) Contrast-enhanced axial T1WI MRI indicates no significant enhancement in bilateral thalamic lesions. (e)-(h) Re-examination 21 days later: (e) Axial T2WI MRI indicates area reduction of higher focal signal intensity in dorsal brainstem (arrow). (f) Axial T2WI MRI indicates absorption of higher symmetric signal intensity in bilateral thalami and external capsules, and higher capsule-like signal intensity in center (*) is still visible. (g) Axial T1WI MRI indicates absorption of lower symmetric signal intensity in bilateral thalami; lower capsule-like signal intensity in center (*) is still visible, and ring-like slightly higher signal intensity at the edge (arrow). (h) Contrast-enhanced axial T2WI MRI indicates no significant enhancement of bilateral thalamic lesions.

anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) immunostaining of brain tissue [30]. The pathological changes of the above parts can also be observed in the anatomy of patients with IAE, which suggested there might be overlap or confusion in the diagnosis between IANE and IAE.

5.6. Diagnostic Criteria, Treatment and Outcome

As reported showed, the present studies did not find indicators of IANE diagnosis from laboratory indicator [16] [35]. Mizuguchi et al. proposed diagnostic criteria for ANE for clinical reference [16] (Table 2): 1) Determination of influenza; 2) Clinical manifestations of acute encephalopathy immediately after influenza infection, including convulsion, rapid cognitive impairment, mental status changes, decrease in consciousness, and coma; 3) Normal number of cells and increased amount of proteins (>0.4 g/L) in cerebrospinal fluid; 4) Symmetric multiple
Figure 4. Acute necrotizing encephalopathy. Male, 9 years old, fever for 20 days, convulsions with unconsciousness for 18 days. Throat swabs were positive for influenza type B. MRI scans showed bilateral symmetrical thalamic (arrow) and lenticular nucleus (arrow) signs of slightly swollen symmetrical abnormalities, axial T2WI (a) and T2-FLAIR (c) showed slightly higher signals, and T1WI (b) showed slightly higher signals. High signal, with central necrosis (*), showing typical concentric changes of ANE; enhanced T1WI (d) showed no enhancement of the above lesions.

Table 2. Diagnostic and therapeutic criteria of IANE [16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Positive diagnosis of influenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Clinical manifestations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Brain imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unexplained brain dysfunction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Positive diagnosis of influenza: Virus antigen and nucleic acid, virus isolation
- Clinical manifestations: Convulsions, rapid cognitive impairment, mental changes, ADOC, and coma
- Laboratory: CSF-protein level is increased (>0.4 g/L); Serum ALT/AST/LDH/CK are increased to varying degrees; Without hyperammonia and hypoglycemia
- Brain imaging: Symmetrical multiple lesions including thalamus; can involve the upper brainstem cover, white matter around the lateral ventricle, cerebellar medulla, inner capsule, putamen, and other areas of the center
- Unexplained brain dysfunction: Diagnosis according to clinical manifestations: overwhelming bacterial and viral infections, fulminant hepatitis, toxic shock, hemolytic-uremic syndrome, Reye’s syndrome, heat stroke and encephalopathy syndrome

Diagnosis based on imaging examination: subacute necrotizing encephalopathy, glutaric acidemia, infantile striatal necrosis, Wernicke’s encephalopathy, carbon monoxide poisoning, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), acute necrotizing hemorrhagic encephalopathy and others types of encephalitis and vasculitis
6 Best treatment practice

a) Timely detection and early treatment, Maintain vital signs, Intensive care
b) Low brain temperature, maintain cerebral perfusion, control temperature, reduce cerebral edema
c) Antiviral treatment: Oseltamivir, peramivir, Zanamivir, etc.
d) Immunoglobulin, glucocorticoids, and plasma exchange

lesions in neuroimaging test in areas including thalamus and possibly involving upper brainstem tegmentum, peri-ventricular white matter, cerebellar medulla, internal capsule, and putamen nucleus, but not other areas in the central nervous system; 5) Increase of serum transaminase with varying degrees, with possible absence of hyperammonemia and hypoglycemia; 6) Brain dysfunction that cannot be explained by other diseases, including 1) Diagnosis according to clinical manifestations: overwhelming bacterial and viral infections, fulminant hepatitis, toxic shock, hemolytic-uremic syndrome, Reye’s syndrome, heat stroke and encephalopathy syndrome, and 2) Diagnosis based on imaging examination: sub-acute necrotizing encephalopathy, glutaric acidemia, infantile striatal necrosis, Wernicke’s encephalopathy, carbon monoxide poisoning, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), acute necrotizing hemorrhagic encephalopathy and others types of encephalitis and vasculitis. Mortality rate of ANE is around 30%, and one third of survivals have neurological sequelae [14]. Common treatments include intensive care to maintain vital signs, low brain temperature, maintain cerebral perfusion, control temperature, reduce cerebral edema, oseltamivir, immunoglobulin, glucocorticoids, and plasma exchange [40] [41] (Table 2). Despite the consensus treatment, including immunoglobulins and intravenous steroids, the patients with IANE still had high rates of mortality (around 30%) and sequelae (33% to 50%). Oseltamivir did not help to avoid death [42].

5.7. Basic Research Progress

At present, the mechanism of nerve cell necrosis in patients with IANE is still unclear.

5.7.1. Viral Factors

The most common pathogens of IAE and ANE have been proven to be pandemic influenza viruses (H3N2 strain, H1N1 strain) [14] [16] [34].

5.7.2. Inflammatory Factors

Previous studies have detected elevated plasma and cerebrospinal fluid levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and their receptors, such as tumor necrosis factor α, interleukin-6 and soluble TNF receptor 1 [43] [44] [45] [46]. Research of Hosoya and colleagues indicates that elevated serum level of cytochrome c in permeability along with cell death induce release of cytochrome c into the cytoplasm, promote caspase activation mediated by apoptotic protease activating factor 1 (Apaf-1), which triggers cell apoptosis; excessive activation of caspase could also lead to cell necrosis [47]. In addition, CSF diacron-reactive oxygen metabolites (Dia-
cron-Reactive Oxygen Metabolites (CSF d-ROM) levels were elevated in patients with severe brain injuries, which could be valid indicators of IAE severity [48]. These phenomena indicate that influenza virus infections is accompanied by elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines; some inflammatory cytokines, such as cytochrome c oxidase, are indicative for incidence of IAE and ANE; The elevated CSF d-ROM implies that increased oxidised stress may be relevant to the pathogenesis of IAE and ANE. Nerve cell necrosis is an essential pathological change in IANE. As necrotic nerve cells increase, necrosis-associated biomarker levels are reflected in CSF, including LDH [49] and MDA, however no related literature was reported.

5.7.3. Autoimmune Factors
Autoimmune encephalopathy is one of the complications of influenza-related brain injuries [8] [50]. There were tests in pathological brain tissues from autopsies and rat models were positive for antibodies to aquaporin-4 (AQP4) [25] [51]; and clasmatodendrosis was distributed diffusely in the brains tissue in close association with synapses, and was not caused by astrocyte autophagy [25]. There has been research showing that influenza viruses may promote type I T cell infiltration into CNS, thus inducing long-term exacerbation of autoimmune encephalomyelitis [52]. Neopterin concentrations in cerebrospinal fluid were elevated in patients with IAE [26], which are markers of cellular immune activation [53] [54]. These studies suggest that influenza viruses cause immune damage and persistence of neuropathy through different pathways by stimulating the formation of autoantibodies.

5.7.4. Vascular Endothelial Damage Factors
Imaging study showed deep cerebral venous thrombosis in ANE patients, and attenuated signal intensity and enlarged deep cerebral veins in brain T2-weighted MR [13]. Brain pathology of deceased influenza patients found vascular lesions in nervous system, such as cerebral vascular occlusions, microthrombus formation, perivascular hemorrhage [23] [24]; there also existed apoptosis of vascular endothelial cell and brain tissue [55] [56]. Studies have shown that both platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) levels were elevated in IAE patients, while elevation of PDGF was more significant and correlated with incidence and prognosis of ANE [57].

5.7.5. Host Gene Tendency Factors
There are reports indicating that hosts with certain genetic mutations displayed higher incidence of influenza and even ANE. Polymorphism in the ran-binding protein 2 (RANBP2) gene is associated with recurrent necrotizing encephalitis and respiratory viral infection [15]. There are some other reports indicating higher risk of severe IAE in patients with mutations in the interleukin 10 receptor, alpha subunit (IL-10RA) [58]. Researchers believe that mutations in the CYP2C9 gene are possibly involved with diclofenac-induced IAE [59]. These abnormalities are rarely seen, but their correlation with incidence of ANE cannot be ignored.
6. Influenza-Associated Acute Encephalitis

6.1. Epidemiology and Susceptible Population

There are few epidemiological reports of influenza-associated acute encephalitis. Vulnerable populations in different countries and regions are also different. For example, most severe in France occur in adults, while in East Asia, children are more common but different in age [60].

6.2. Clinical Manifestation

The clinical manifestations of influenza-associated acute encephalitis are similar to IAE, which presenting convulsions, acute cognitive impairment, acute disturbance of consciousness (ADOC), and coma with varying severity [14] [15] [16] [60]. The two are difficult to distinguish from clinical manifestations.

6.3. Laboratory Inspection

Influenza-associated acute encephalitis should be taken into consideration when excessive high level of leukocyte is detected in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [10]. Protein level in CSF is generally normal or slightly increased, while ANE is accompanied with increased protein level in CSF, and non-increasing level of leukocyte.

6.4. Imaging Examination

Brain images show changes in viral encephalitis/meningitis [22] [61], such as cerebral edema and meningeal strengthening. Changes in the brain imaging of the IAE could be observed, and no abnormalities could also be observed.

6.5. Diagnostic Criteria, Treatment and Outcome

Encephalitis was defined as encephalopathy plus two or more of the following [28] [62] (Table 3): 1) having laboratory-confirmed novel influenza virus infection with seizures, encephalopathy, or encephalitis within 5 days of influenza-like illness symptom onset, without evidence of an alternative etiology; 2) Encephalopathy was defined as altered mental status lasting ≥ 24 hours; 3) Encephalitis was defined as encephalopathy plus two or more of the following: fever ≥ 100.4°F (≥38.0°C), focal neurologic signs, cerebrospinal fluid pleocytosis (WBC ≥ 5/μL), an electroencephalogram indicative of encephalitis, or abnormal neuroimaging indicative of infection or inflammation. In addition to anti-influenza virus treatment, symptomatic treatment are generally given, such as close monitoring and evaluation, stabilization of water and electrolyte balance, control of convulsions, and relief of cerebral edema. Based on the available evidence, it is not recommended to routinely use adjuvant therapy to treat children with encephalitis, including glucocorticoids, plasma exchange, intravenous immunoglobulins, interferon
Table 3. Diagnostic and therapeutic criteria of influenza-associated acute encephalitis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Diagnostic | a) The test was positive for the flu virus  
b) Encephalopathy  
c) fever ≥ 100.4°F (≥38.0°C)  
d) Local nervous system examination was positive  
e) Cerebrospinal fluid pleocytosis (WBC ≥ 5/μL, Lymphocyte predominance)  
f) The EEG showed persistent diffuse slow wave changes in the background  
g) Abnormal neuroimaging indicative of infection or inflammation |
| Best treatment practice | a) Active treatment of primary disease: Early antiviral. In severe cases, the dose can be doubled and the course of treatment prolonged  
b) Support treatment and prevention of further damage: Control the state of convulsion, ensure sufficient heat and energy metabolism, and maintain the stability of internal environment, Ventilator assisted ventilation, temperature control and intracranial pressure  
c) Immune regulation and blood purification are not routinely recommended |

alpha, and therapeutic hypothermia [63] [64] [65]. Most of the patients with Influenza-associated acute encephalitis have good recovery. The poor prognosis is related to the following factors: coma, convulsions, or focal neurological manifestations during the acute phase; younger (<5 years); needs intensive care; MRI shows limited diffusion [66] [67].

7. Post-Influenza Encephalitis (PIE)
7.1. Epidemiology and Susceptible Population

During the influenza outbreak, abnormal behaviors such as personality changes and delirium occur in around 10% of influenza patients in the recovery period or after 2 - 3 weeks since the onset of influenza, in which circumstance attention should be paid to the possible PIE [68] [69] [70]. This situation can also happen now after flu vaccination. Children and adolescents are more common.

7.2. Clinical Manifestation

PIE can be found in a variety of clinical manifestations such as autoimmune encephalitis, limbic encephalitis, and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM); some patients may develop Guillain-Barre syndrome [71]. After 2 - 3 weeks since the onset of influenza, most PIE patients without fever, and display convulsions, delirium, hallucinations, gibberish, personality changes, limb weakness or dyskinesia autonomic disorders, hypoventilation and other first-episode neuropsychiatric symptoms.
7.3. Laboratory Inspection

Encephalitis-like cerebrospinal fluid changes could be found. Positive autoantibody test result, such as anti-NMDAR antibody-positive detection [70] [72], can be found in some PIE patients.

7.4. Imaging Examination

Typical MRI manifestations of post-infection encephalitis include multifocal white matter lesions. Long T2 signal in cortical lesions is detected by brain MRI in PIE patients.

7.5. Diagnostic Criteria, Treatment and Outcome

Children and adolescents with psychiatric symptoms, dyskinesias, seizures, autonomic disorders, and hypoventilation in 2 weeks after the occurrence of influenza or vaccination need to consider this disease. Most patients can be treated initially with intravenous methylprednisolone and intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) (e.g., 400 mg/kg daily for 5 days) or plasma exchange. PIE currently has no definite diagnostic criteria; the diagnostic conditions and treatment measures can be referred to Table 4.

7.6. Basic Research Progress

PIE is an autoimmune process, which is thought to be associated with demyelination and vascular disease [50]. There have been reports of one-way optic neuromyelitis (NMO) in patients with influenza A infections [73]; influenza virus infection is aggravated as neurological diseases including multiple sclerosis (MS) [74]; strengthened immunization during the epidemic seasons appears to protect patients with certain autoimmune diseases against worsening of underlying disease [75]. Autoantibodies could be detected in following patients: levels of serum antibodies against myelin-oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG antibody) is elevated in patients with localized symptoms [76].

Table 4. Diagnostic and therapeutic criteria of PIE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Positive diagnosis of influenza</td>
<td>Influenza infection is surely present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Clinical manifestations</td>
<td>Neuropsychiatric symptoms appear for the first time during the recovery from influenza or 2 to 3 weeks after the onset of influenza: personality changes, seizures, delirium, hallucinations, gibberish, limb weakness or dyskinesia, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Laboratory</td>
<td>CSF cell number increased, lymphocyte hyperplasia, protein can be slightly increased or normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Brain imaging</td>
<td>The EEG may show diffuse slow electrical activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Best treatment practice</td>
<td>Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) (e.g., 400 mg/kg daily for 5 days); intravenous methylprednisolone; plasma exchange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. Cerebral Infarction or Cerebrovascular Lesion

8.1. Epidemiology and Susceptible Population

Cerebral infarction or cerebrovascular disease is rare after influenza virus infection in children, but common in adults. The influenza season is usually consistent with peak mortality and morbidity due to cardiovascular diseases and pneumonia. Influenza vaccination can reduce probability of infection, and therefore prevent formation of cerebral thrombosis and incidence of cerebral infarction [77] [78] [79]. Patients with high blood pressure, coronary heart disease, diabetes mellitus, hypertriglyceridemia and hypohigh-density lipoproteinemia had higher incidence of cerebral infarction after infection with influenza virus than healthy people.

8.2. Clinical Manifestation

There are few reports on cerebral infarction or cerebrovascular disease complicated by influenza in children. In clinical practice, if patients with influenza infection appear facial paralysis, limb movement disorders, sensory disorders, aphasia, consciousness disorders and/or accompanied by hypertension, diabetes, and the laboratory is clear influenza virus infection, at the same time with increased fibrinogen, attention should be paid to the occurrence of cerebral infarction or cerebrovascular disease. Some children with influenza also experienced complications of thrombocytosis, including cerebrovascular accident, acute coronary syndrome, deep venous thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, mesenteric thrombosis and arterial thrombosis and also hemorrhagic complications [80].

8.3. Imaging Examination, Pathology

The neuroimaging features of deep cerebral venous thrombosis (DCVT) may sometimes be found [38] [39]. Catheter cerebral angiogram documented vasculopathy in PRES-involved regions with areas of focal vessel dilatation and string-of-bead appearance [81]. Brain imaging studies revealed that cerebral hemorrhage and cerebral infarction lesions were consistent with autopsy studies [20] [82]. Cerebrovascular damages could be found in the cadaveric brain tissues, appearing as cerebrovascular occlusion, microthrombus formation, and perivascular hemorrhage [23] [24]. Lesion damage showed stratified structural change from the outside to the inside, which is concentric structure of thalamic lesions [16] [37].

8.4. Diagnostic Criteria, Treatment and Outcome

Clinical influenza complicated with cerebral infarction is often missed or misdiagnosed. For example, the delay of anticoagulant treatment due to misdiagnosis or missed diagnosis in the time window can lead to serious adverse consequences. The situation of patients with cerebral infarction or cerebrovascular disease after influenza virus infection is dangerous and the patient’s laboratory indicators should be closely monitored and timely treated. In addition to active anti-virus, symptomatic support, brain function protection and other treatment, timely and
Table 5. Diagnostic and therapeutic criteria of cerebral infarction or cerebrovascular lesion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Positive diagnosis of influenza</td>
<td>Influenza infection is surely present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Clinical manifestations</td>
<td>Facial paralysis, physical movement disorders, sensory disorders, aphasia, consciousness disorders; often accompanied by high blood pressure or diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Laboratory</td>
<td>Both fibrinogen and lipid levels were elevated, thrombocytosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Brain imaging</td>
<td>Head CT/MRI or Cerebral angiography revealed lesion of cerebral infarction, cerebral hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a) General treatment: Ensure adequate oxygen supply; control blood pressure and blood glucose reasonably; control the temperature and maintain internal stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Best treatment practice</td>
<td>b) Special treatment: Fibrinolytic therapy; platelet inhibitor therapy; anticoagulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Prevention and treatment of complications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Treatment of increased intracranial pressure and brain edema</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

effective thrombolysis and anticoagulant treatment is particularly important, but also through influenza vaccination can reduce infection to prevent cerebral thrombosis and the occurrence of cerebral infarction. As shown in Table 5, the occurrence of cerebral infarction or cerebrovascular lesions should be warned.

9. Conclusion

Influenza is accompanied by various brain lesion complications in different stages of the disease: Acute symptoms, such as convulsions, cognitive impairment, ADOC and coma, could occur in the acute phase; mental symptoms could be seen in the recovery period, such as deliriums, hallucinations and personality changes. Some neurological complications are life-threatening or leave severe neurological sequelae, such as acute necrotizing encephalopathy. Therefore, clinicians should be vigilant to early diagnosis and reasonable intervention. Studies have shown that in addition to viruses and hosts, there are other factors in the pathogenesis of influenza-associated brain injuries, such as inflammation, autoimmunity and cerebral vascular endothelial damage, yet the precise pathogenesis remains to be further elucidated.
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ADC: Analog-to-Digital Converter
ADEM: acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
ADOC: Acute disturbance of consciousness
ANE: acute necrotizing encephalopathy
Apaf-1: Apoptotic protease activating factor 1
AQP4: Aquaporin-4
BMI: Body Mass Index
CDC: Centers for Disease Control
CNS: central nervous system
CSF: cerebral spinal fluid
d-ROM: Diacron-Reactive Oxygen Metabolites
DWI: Diffusion weighted imaging
EEG: electroencephalogram
FC: febrile convulsion
GFAP: glial fibrillary acidic protein
HA: Hemagglutinin
HIV: Human immunodeficiency virus
IAE: Influenza-associated acute encephalitis
IAE: influenza-associated encephalopathy
IL-10RA: Interleukin 10 receptor alpha
MERS: mild encephalopathy with a reversible splenial lesion
MOG: myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein
MS: multiple sclerosis
NA: Neuraminidase
NASBA: Nucleic acid sequence-based amplification
NMDAR: N-methyl-D-aspartic acid receptor
NMO: neuromyelitis optica
PDGF: platelet-derived growth factor
PIE: Post-influenza encephalitis
RanBP2: Ran binding protein 2
RT-PCR: Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction
VEGF: Vascular endothelial growth factor
VGKC: Voltage gated potassium channel